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Abstract : T he three previous editions of the Manual were reviewed in Anim
Abstracts volumes 33, 856, 36, 3224 and 43, 3833. T he fact that it has now r
editions and three reprintings testifies to its popularity. T he author writes in
that when the third edition went out of print it was not at first decided to pro
edition, because it was thought that the widespread availability of computers
the Manual superfluous. However, orders for the book kept arriving, and eve
edition was produced. Compared with the third edition, there are some mino
procedures, and the reference and book lists have been updated. It is encou

that a book of this nature is still required by students of genetics. As an aid t
understanding statistical procedures in genetics, there is no substitute for w
through the algebra and calculations oneself. T he dangers in overdependen
statistical computer packages is obvious. T he Manual is obtainable, by mail o
from Academic Enterprises, PO Box 666-B, Pullman, WA 99163-0666, USA (p
USA and by surface mail overseas). For despatch by air mail add $3.00 within
$5.00 for elsewhere. newline˜ J.D. T urton.
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